WHAT ARE THEY AND WHY DO WE CARE?
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§200.75 Participant support costs.

*Participant support costs* means direct costs for items such as stipends or subsistence allowances, travel allowances, and registration fees paid to or on behalf of participants or trainees (but not employees) in connection with conferences, or training projects.
Some Specifics:

• Some sponsors track separately from other funds (i.e. NSF).

• Usually are allowable on federal grants.

• Generally carry separate sponsor regulations from other direct costs.

• Require prior approval for reallocations to other items of expense.

• Participant Support costs **ARE NOT** Research Incentive expenses.
WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?

- REU participants paid via TES or bi-weekly payroll
- Active records for prior employees
- PSCs for participants
- Trainer vs. Trainee
- Costs recorded on the wrong fund
WHAT TO DO FOR REUs

- AU Students – if enrolled summer or fall, pay through Student Financial Services
- Non-AU students – pay through PPS, using Account code 70515
§200.68 MODIFIED TOTAL DIRECT COST (MTDC).

MTDC means all direct salaries and wages, applicable fringe benefits, materials and supplies, services, travel, and subawards and subcontracts up to the first $25,000 of each subaward or subcontract (regardless of the period of performance of the subawards and subcontracts under the award). MTDC excludes equipment, capital expenditures, charges for patient care, rental costs, tuition remission, scholarships and fellowships, participant support costs and the portion of each subaward and subcontract in excess of $25,000. Other items may only be excluded when necessary to avoid a serious inequity in the distribution of indirect costs, and with the approval of the cognizant agency for indirect costs.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
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NSF AWARD AND ADMINISTRATION GUIDE

AU SPENDING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
(SEE SECTION 13)
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